**Who? **

**Stakeholders**

As the owner of the facility, the municipality is a key actor to make possible the development of a folkhighschool and a community development program.

**Facilities**

- The facility of Myckleby School is leased.
- Outrupost i Orust hosting.
- The facility of Myckleby Vuxenskolan.

**When?**

**Timeline**

- Phase 1: Activating the facility through voluntary organisations and community engagement.
- Phase 2: Expanding the community involvement by inviting the theatre association to make use of the facility.

**Daytime activities**

- Setting up meetings.
- Conducting events.
- Study circles in facilities.

**Evening activities**

- Meetings.
- Study circles in facilities.

**Weekend activities**

- Meetings.
- Study circles in facilities.

**What? **

**Activities**

- Outrupost i Orust hosting.
- The facility of Myckleby Vuxenskolan.
- The facility of Myckleby School is leased.

- Supper can be served by the local community for small groups.
- Events to be held in the former gravel pit.
- The football field.

**Where? **

**Facilities**

- The facility of Myckleby Vuxenskolan.
- The facility of Myckleby School is leased.

- Outrupost i Orust hosting.
- The facility of Myckleby Vuxenskolan.
- The facility of Myckleby School is leased.
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Involving organisations to collaborate through funding or other organisational or networking support.

Myrkibby folkshögskola opens.

### Activities

- **Eco-Farming activity**: Organized in Phase 3, activities to take place
- **Art Course**: Artists with the existing former sports hall could help with their related activities
- **Design Studio Planning and Design for Sustainable Development in a Local Context**: Complemented with a small truck
- **Gardening**: Local residents can be used as a stay over place for educational purposes.
- **Self-Building**: Upcycled lamps, the craft materials, related activities
- **Community Engagement Purpose**: Fostering community engagement
- **Performing Arts**: Arts & Craft events, activities organized by Angla in collaboration with the existing artists network & local artists

### Facilities

- **Eco Village**: A sustainable living space
- **Orust Slöjd**: A traditional craft school
- **Cafe Tillsammans**: A casual meeting place
- **Cafe & Bar**: A meeting place
- **Knitting Cafe**: Related activities

### Other Services

- **SHARE & CARE**: A service for elderly and children
- **Adapted for Special Needs**: Accessible for all

### Timeline Legend

- **Community Engagement Purpose**
- **Educational Purpose**
- **Farming & Gardening**
- **Social Gathering**
- **Handicrafts**
- **Self-Building**
- **Performing Arts**
- **Visual Arts**
- **Exhibition & Exchange**
- **Share & Care**

### Sample Text

1. **Orust Hostel**: Opened as an educational purpose
2. **Orust Handräckning**: Space for arts, crafts, and community engagement
3. **Orust Tillsammans**: A cafe for community meetings

**Future Phase**: The facility will have the educational purposes as a daytime activity & community engagement purposes. Some workshops can be arranged as a weekend activity, attracting visitors to the Orust Handräckning space & can be used as a stay over place for educational purposes.

**Self-Building Workshop with Eco Village**: A workshop on wooden lamps, upcycling waste, and making wooden lamps. The workshops will be held in the Orust Handräckning space.